Timeline of Elizabeth Murray’s Life

Included on the Elizabeth Murray website is a timeline of her life, along with important European events which were occurring as she lived. Explore the various parts of the timeline by answering the following questions:

1. Click on the title of the timeline. What is revealed?
   ____________________________________________

2. Which century does this timeline represent?__________

3. How many years does each brown block represent?__________

4. Click in the 1720s. What year was Elizabeth Murray born?__________

5. Click in the 1780s. What year did Elizabeth Murray die?__________

6. List the topics of the gray bars below the decades (brown bars).
   a. ___________________________ d. ___________________________
   b. ___________________________ e. ___________________________
   c. ___________________________

7. Now direct your attention to the thin brown bars above the decade blocks. Click on each one to find the topics.
   a. ___________________________ d. ___________________________
   b. ___________________________ e. ___________________________
   c. ___________________________

8. Now, focus on the small colored boxes above the decades. Each one contains information about Elizabeth and her family. There are also maps and pictures in this section of the timeline. List 4 interesting facts you found.
   a. ___________________________
   b. ___________________________
   c. ___________________________
   d. ___________________________
9. The small colored boxes below the decades contain general information about European events. Click on a few and list 4 interesting facts you found.

a. __________________________________________
b. __________________________________________
c. __________________________________________
d. __________________________________________